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Question:
Explain Degree of Confidence in
Results

�� Input parameters used for modelingInput parameters used for modeling
potential large-scale rock mass movementspotential large-scale rock mass movements
are realistic and conservativeare realistic and conservative

�� Confidence in predicted foundationConfidence in predicted foundation
conditions at CTF, ISFSI Pads and ISFSIconditions at CTF, ISFSI Pads and ISFSI
cutslopescutslopes



Input Parameters for Modeling

�� Geometry of clay beds well understoodGeometry of clay beds well understood
�� Groundwater conditions known, clay bedsGroundwater conditions known, clay beds

assumed saturatedassumed saturated
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Large-scale Mass Movements

�� Geologic interpretations of extent of clayGeologic interpretations of extent of clay
beds is conservative, but not extremebeds is conservative, but not extreme

�� Potential slide planes are chosen to followPotential slide planes are chosen to follow
the full extent of more extensive clay bedsthe full extent of more extensive clay beds
and step between clay beds, this assumesand step between clay beds, this assumes
minimum rupture of rockminimum rupture of rock

�� Rock to rock contact along potential slideRock to rock contact along potential slide
plane along clay beds not factored intoplane along clay beds not factored into
model, this would increase the clay strengthmodel, this would increase the clay strength
from that usedfrom that used



Clay Beds Not Continuous



Clay Bed Extent Based on Thickness



Potential Slide Plane Breaks through
Rock along Clay Bed

Shears offset clay bed

Thin areas where rock contact
occurs across clay bed

Thick areas of clay bed

Potential slide plane smoothes
undulations of clay bed by
breaking through rock



Evidence of No Landslides at  ISFSI

�� No evidence on pre-1971 air photosNo evidence on pre-1971 air photos
�� No evidence in studies for and excavationNo evidence in studies for and excavation

of borrow siteof borrow site
�� No evidence of any fissures or fissure fillsNo evidence of any fissures or fissure fills

in trenches for ISFSIin trenches for ISFSI



Assumed Displacement of Large
Scale Slide Mass
�� Fractures in the slope larger than 3 to 4 inchesFractures in the slope larger than 3 to 4 inches

would have left a record on the slopewould have left a record on the slope
�� No vegetation lineaments (similar to the zonesNo vegetation lineaments (similar to the zones

of intense growth in filled trenches)of intense growth in filled trenches)
�� No open fractures or soil�filled fractures inNo open fractures or soil�filled fractures in

trenches on slopetrenches on slope
�� Hillslope is 430,000 years oldHillslope is 430,000 years old
�� Subjected to many large earthquakesSubjected to many large earthquakes

�� Assumed 4 inches would occur in one slideAssumed 4 inches would occur in one slide
eventevent
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Hill Slope is 430,000 Years Old,
but degraded a Few Tens of Feet

Q4
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Marine wave-cut platform
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Slope 430,000 years ago
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Marine wave-cut
platform older
than 430,000
years



Clay beds at base of
modeled large-scale
movements extrapolated
to pre-1971 slope



Results of Sensitivity Study
Clay Bed Strengths
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Confidence in Predicted
Foundation Conditions at CTF,
ISFSI Pads and Cutslopes

�� High confidence in rock types predictedHigh confidence in rock types predicted
�� SandstoneSandstone
�� DolomiteDolomite
�� Friable SandstoneFriable Sandstone
�� Friable DolomiteFriable Dolomite
�� Clay bedsClay beds



Interpretations with Less Certainty

�� Locations and percentage of rock types notLocations and percentage of rock types not
known with certaintyknown with certainty

�� FriableFriable diabase diabase may be encountered and is may be encountered and is
expected to have the same properties asexpected to have the same properties as
friable sandstonefriable sandstone

�� Attitude of clay beds uncertain, more clayAttitude of clay beds uncertain, more clay
beds may be exposedbeds may be exposed

�� Precise location of faults uncertain, otherPrecise location of faults uncertain, other
shear zones are expectedshear zones are expected



�� High degree of confidence  that thereHigh degree of confidence  that there
will be no significant surpriseswill be no significant surprises

�� Features will be mapped duringFeatures will be mapped during
constructionconstruction

�� Planned mitigation measures will bePlanned mitigation measures will be
applied as appropriateapplied as appropriate

Conclusion


